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EXPANDING TEAM!
We are delighted to welcome

A Mac is a sizable investment that you most likely wish to

RAM upgrade

keep running for as long as possible. The average lifespan

Another way to speed up a slow computer is to upgrade the

Simon, a certified Apple

of a Mac is around 4 years but with good care and

technician into our growing team.

hardware upgrades/repairs, it can last for many years

Simon will support both our

longer. So what can you do to extend the life span of your

residential and business

Mac?

customers.

A little bit of TLC

RAM. When a computer is running, it needs to access
information from the hard drive to enable programs to run.
Accessing information on hard drives can be relatively slow.
To speed things up the computer stores frequently used
information in the RAM, which is fast access memory. With
the latest Mac operating system, the optimum RAM for it to

While is might be needless to say, avoiding physical abuse

run well is 8GB. Many older Macs just have 4GB RAM and

and caring for your computer is an easy way to increase

so upgrading by 4GB is a good way to speed it up.

BEYOND BORDER SUPPORT
Did you know that we also

the longevity of Apple’s systems. For example, if you travel

Hardware repairs

with your laptop, always carry it in a protective case; keep

Perhaps your computer has failed to boot up altogether.

across the border in Malaysia? If

the computer well ventilated by regularly vacuuming out the

Fear not, there are still options to bring it back to life. Usually

you live there or know a friend

fans/ vents; keep your operating system up to date

a totally dead Mac is due to a failure in the logic board (main

who does and they need help

and…don’t eat or drink over your computer!

with their technology – get in

New Hard Drive

touch!

Many people feel that it is time to send their computer to

We can also provide remote

“Apple Heaven” is when they become slow. A common

support to you wherever you are

cause for sluggish computers is that the hard drive is

in the world!

beginning to fail. The life span of a hard drive is on average

provide IT support to customers

4 years. If the hard drive fails totally, your Mac will not be
able to boot up properly and there is a risk of data loss if

circuit board). At Tekkie Help, we have the expertise to
repair logic boards for between $400-600. This is much
cheaper than buying a new Mac or taking it to Apple for
repair. We can also replace LCD screens, trackpads,
batteries etc. to keep your computers running smoothly.

We would advise against investment in upgrading (or
undertaking significant repairs) if your Mac is older than
2010 as it is not cost effective. If the price of a new Apple

APPLE COMPUTERS FOR

you don’t have a backup. Rest assured this doesn’t have to

SALE

be the time to say goodbye to your Mac. Our Tekkie

Did you know that we sell

Specialists can replace your hard drive and give your

refurbished Apple computers? If

computer a new lease of life.

you are looking for a well -priced

Even if your computer is running well, you may wish to

Mac, get in touch!

change the hard drive on your laptop to increase the

We also buy old Macs for parts

storage space if your computer is getting full, or you can

and for refurbishment. Get in

also upgrade a conventional hard disk drive to a super

If you are interested in upgrading your Mac, please send us

touch if you have one to sell.

quick Solid State Drive (SSD) to really boost the

the serial number and we will be send you a quote. If your

performance of your laptop or desktop.

Mac needs repairing please call us on 81138682.

fills you with horror, don’t fret, we sell refurbished Apples
which offer a cost-effective solution.
If you have your heart set on a new Mac, that is great (lucky
you!). We will be able to help transfer the data from your old
Mac and we would also be very interested in buying your old
Mac off you.

If you read our last edition of TekkieNews, explaining

If it’s a mobile phone, the service sends a text message to

what to do if you suspect someone has hacked your

your phone with a code that’s different every time you log in.

online accounts, such as Gmail, Yahoo, Facebook,

To gain entry to that site/ app, you’ll then need to enter that

DropBox and others, you will know that we recommend

unique code. This way you are not just saying, “this is me

you enhance account security by setting up two-step

and here’s my password to prove it”, but also, “I have my

authentication, also referred to as two-factor verification.

unique code with me and here is to prove it!” – Extra

This security measure has been widely adopted by some

security making you super safe.

of the most popular online services and it is usually an

Yes, you do need Two-Step Verification!

opt-in feature. Not sure how if works or whether you need

Do we recommend setting up two-factor authentication?

it? This article will explain everything for you. optimise

Absolutely. You may think it will be annoying taking this

your home wireless network.

extra step every time you log into an account, however, you
only need to do when accessing your account on a different

So, what is Two-Step Verification?
As its name indicates, two-step verification focuses on the
authentication process, one of the most crucial aspects of

device and it dramatically improves your account’s security,
protecting your personal information.

Like we said,

username and password just don’t cut it anymore.

account security. When you go to any of your accounts,
unless the site “remembers” you, you are prompted to

How to activate Two-Step verification?

provide your credentials. This is how you authenticate

Depending on which account you have, two-step verification

yourself, telling the site, “This is me, and here’s my

should be relatively easy to activate. Here are some

password to prove it”. For many years, this type of

instructions for some of the most popular accounts:

security was enough to verify your identity and determine
whether to allow access to your account.

• Gmail: With two-step verification, Google will require
that you enter a unique code that that will appear on the
“Google Authenticator” app on your mobile, providing

Why do I need Two-step Verification?
Unfortunately, username plus password just doesn’t cut it
anymore. As discussed in our previous article, cyber
criminals are targeting consumers like you and me,
through “phishing”. Phishing involves ways to deceive
you in supplying your private account information so that
the fraudsters can gain access to your accounts. Once
they gain access they use your personal information to
commit identity theft, charge your credit cards, read your
emails, set up PayPal accounts and empty your bank!
Adding more security questions doesn’t help either, since
criminals can add those questions to their phishing sites
or harvest the information using malware. All of these
security questions and requirements involve what the
user knows, and if the user knows it, cyber criminals can
find out! That is why two-step verification is so useful: It’s
not about what the user knows but what the user has in
hand.
How does Two-Step verification work?

you with an important extra layer of security. You can
use “Remember me” option to disable this step for any
device, such as your laptop or smartphone, that you use
regularly.
• Facebook: Go to your Facebook Security page. Under
“Login Approvals”, check the box to require a security
code to access your account from unknown browsers.
• DropBox: Visit the Security page and click “Enable”
under Two-Step verification at the top of the page.
• Yahoo: Simply click on the button to the right of the
“Two-step verification” option on the Account Security
page.
• Twitter: Go to your Twitter Security and Privacy page,
which can be found on the right-side menu on the
Settings page. Once there, activate login verification.
With login verification enables, Twitter will send a
message to either your phone or the Twitter app based
on your selection, requiring that you approve any new
devices that are trying to access your account.

With two-step verification, users must prove that they are
using a certain device and that the device is in their
possession. How do you prove this?

If you need help with either enhancing account
authentication or help if your account has been hacked or
compromised, just call us on 81138682.

THE APP ZONE
A quick review of the apps we
are loving at the moment.

SCANBOT
The easiest and
fastest way to create
high quality scans with your
phone or tablet
What it does: It enables to
scan documents and save
them as either JPG or PDF. It
supports all major Cloud
services and so you can easily
save it to where you need and

If you own or work for a small company that doesn’t have its

Our rates for ad hoc business support range between $100-

own IT department, unless you have an IT savvy member in

120 per hour depending on the size of your business and

your team, I am sure you have experienced the frustration

the complexity of your IT systems. We also offer tailored IT

when you encounter problems with your printer not printing,

support plans to meet the requirements of your business.

your email not functioning properly and your PC playing up.

Key benefits include:
ü
Dedicated Tekkie Specialist who is familiar with

It really can impede your productivity trying to overcome
these issues.

your set up and staff to ensure continuity
ü

This is where Tekkie Help can support you. We offer ad hoc
and

contract

support

for

several

businesses.

The

advantages are that you have access to expertise without

Priority appointments, usually same or latest,
next day

ü

Preferential rates and some free remote support

ü

Friendly customer service - book through me
directly (no automation or ticketing system)

increasing your head count and associated operating costs
(CPF, annual leave etc.). Most importantly it leaves you free

If you are interested in IT support for your business, give us

to focus on your core business and productivity.

a call for a quote on 81138682.

with a few taps you can share
it or print it from your device.
Why we love it: So much
easier than using a physical

Q: How do I capture a screen shot on my

Q: What do I do if my iPhone freezes or starts to

scanner. We love how you can

computer?

do strange, glitchy things?

also edit the document to add

A: On a Mac you can capture the entire

A: If your iPhone or iPad is ever behaving oddly or

notes, highlight stuff and even

screen by holding down Command + Shift + 3.

freezes, rebooting it usually fixes the issues. For

sign off documents with your

The image will be saved to the desktop. To

iPhone 4, 5 and 6, to reboot you need to hold down

signature!

capture a section of the screen, hold down

the on/off button and the home button simultaneously

Command + Shift + 4 and a cursor will appear

until the Apple logo appears and then release the

enabling you to select a certain area.

buttons.

On a Windows computer, the Snipping Tool is

For iPhone 7 the method is slightly different. Hold

an excellent tool found in the search function

down the on/off button and the down volume button

planning your travel

of the Start menu. You can select the entire

on the left-hand side of the phone. Hold these both

around Singapore.

screen or sections of the screen and save the

down until screen goes black and he Apple logo

What it does: It allows you to

screen captures as PDFs or JPGs.

appears.

MY TRANSPORT
The perfect tool for

plan MRT and bus routes,
book taxis, find out when the
next bus is arriving, check

Life in Singapore can be hectic. For us, we like to maximise the precious few hours in the week

parking spaces and charges.

when we aren’t in front of computers. Whilst not a tech related company, we are great fans

Virtually anything travel

of Survival Chic (SC), Singapore's top Dining & Lifestyle Membership. It will certainly help

related in Singapore!

you get the best of Singapore in your precious leisure time. There are 2 types of Membership:

Why we love it: We love the
traffic camera feature. Check
a little while before you set off
to get an up to date view of
your route. If traffic is heavy,
leave earlier or find a different
way!

- SC Dining Program: 30% off at 50+ Top Restaurant Partners, including alcohol & guests,
brunches & sets, weekdays & weekends.
- SC Full Membership: Includes Dining Program Benefits above, plus weekly Complimentary & VIP invites to the city's most
sought-after private events.
Highly recommended - join here in less than 1 minute!
***Tekkie Help customers also enjoy 1 additional month of Membership, free of charge
by quoting 'Tekkie Help' when joining!***
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Email: support@tekkiehelp.com
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